We Shall Not Be Moved!
First singing note on uke, or on guitar capo at 5th fret: 2nd string open
Strum: Down-Down on steady beat or Down Up, evenly divided beats

C G7
We shall not, we shall not be moved

G7 C
We shall not, we shall not be moved

C F C
Just like a tree standing by the wa-a-ter

G7 C
We shall not be moved

Chorus en Español:

C G7
No, no, no, no nos moveran!

G7 C
No, no, no no nos moveran!

C F C
Como un arbol firme junto al rio

G7 C
No nos moveran

For your protest specifics, write a single line for each new verse. Each verse should frame a single message so it is strong, memorable and easy to repeat by the whole group.

Sing each verse twice in a row so people can catch on the second time around and sing with more strength and unity.

Here are a few examples for the current issues facing San Diego teachers. Please craft more!

Marching for our students, we shall not be moved!
No increasing class size, we shall not be moved!
Special ed students matter, we shall not be moved!
COLA funds for teachers, we shall not be moved!
What else? Add yours!

Listen here for Lisa G.’s recording of the traditional lyrics and melody:
http://thebirdsongs.com/we-shall-not-be-moved/
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